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The Directorate 

• Lisbon Treaty (2009): European Parliament becomes co-legislator 
with the Council 

 

• Greater scrutiny of implementation of EU Law 

 

• EP commitment to Better Law-Making in the EU: interest in ex-ante 
and ex-post scrutiny 

 

• Creation of new Directorate for Impact Assessment and European 
Added Value in 2012  

• From Nov. 2013, the Directorate becomes part of the newly created 
European Parliamentary Research Service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Creation of the Ex-ante IA Unit  
  

 

• The Ex ante-IA Unit was established in early 2012 as part of the EP’s 
new Directorate for Impact Assessment and European Added Value.  

 

Chronology 

 

• EP resolution of 8 June 2011 on guaranteeing independent impact 
assessments (Niebler report) calls for the “creation of an autonomous 
impact assessment structure for the European Parliament”. 

 

• Decision of the Bureau of 4 July 2011 to create a Directorate for Impact 
Assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What does the Ex-ante IA Unit do? 
It helps committees scrutinise the quality, completeness and 
independence of Commission Impact Assessments. 

 

How? 

 

Through an entirely new service: 

 

Initial appraisals of European Commission IAs  
– Systematic analysis of all incoming IAs 

– Identification of their strengths and weaknesses 

– 4-8 pages 

– Committees can decide course of action 

 

 

 



Other services provided by IMPA 

On the basis of these ‘initial appraisals’, committees can: 

– take up certain issues with the Commission;  

– ask the Ex-ante IA Unit to undertake further work, in the form of 
Detailed appraisals of Commission IAs 

Example: the Legal Affairs Committee asked for a Detailed appraisal of the proposed 
Common European Sales Law; Statutory audits of public accounts and of public- interest 
entities 

– ask for Substitute or Complementary IAs  
Example: the Environment Committee has recently requested a Substitute impact 
assessment on a directive relating to honey. 

Committees may also request IAs on the amendments they 
propose. These are commissioned by the Ex-ante IA Unit from 
external experts.  

Example: Recent assessment of the proposed horizontal directive on equal 
treatment between persons irrespective of religion or belief, disability, age or 
sexual orientation & amendments 37 &41 of the EP 

 

 

 



Recent assessment of the proposed horizontal 
directive on equal treatment 

looks at the possible costs and benefits for  

• SMEs and  

• public service providers 

while the Commission IA looks at the implementation costs and benefits 
for  

• individuals and  

• society.  

In addition, this IA looks at 2  EP substantive amendments (multiple 
discrimination and discrimination based on assumptions) 

-it is complementary to the work of the Commission. 

 



Summary of services (ex-ante IA related) 

• Initial appraisals of European Commission IAs 

• Detailed appraisals of Commission IAs 

• Substitute or complementary IAs 

• IAs on substantive EP amendments 

 

With the exception of initial appraisals, which are produced 
systematically, any other work from the IA Unit requires a 
formal request from the Committee responsible on the 
basis of a decision by its coordinators. 



Quality criteria for Impact Assessments 

EP criteria to measure the quality of Impact Assessments: 

 

• Transparent and targeted public consultations involving regional and 
local authorities 

 

• Proper justification of selected options (principles of subsidiarity 
and proportionality) 

 

• Balanced analysis of economic, social and environmental impacts; 

Impact on: budgetary obligations, administrative burdens, 
competitiveness, SMEs (SME test), internal market freedoms (internal 
market test), vulnerable social groups (social benchmarking) and 
third countries. 

 



Ex-post Impact Assessment Unit 

• Created in September 2013. 
 

• Monitoring Commission's work with regard to  transposition and 
implementation, impact, application and effectiveness of European 
legislation 

• Following-up and analysing the various types of study and reports 
produced by the Commission and by any other competent body or 
institution 

• European implementation assessment report 
 
 
 
 

 



European Added Value 
 

 
In parallel, we have a European Added Value Unit (EAVA) that helps 
Parliament identify areas where common European action or better 
coordination of existing national and European policies would be cost-
effective or would help realise collective ‘public goods’. 

 
EAVA services 

 
• European Added Value Assessments 
• Cost of Non-Europe reports 
• Added value of existing EU policies 

 
 



European Added Value services 

• Parliament has the right to ask the Commission to submit a 
proposal (art. 225 TFEU): these are now accompanied by a 
European Added Value Assessment, which presents the best 
possible arguments for the initiative in question.  
 

• EAVA also produces Cost of Non-Europe reports (CoNE) on policy 
areas where stronger EU-level action could be beneficial.  
 

• Today, many citizens have forgotten or do not see the positive 
benefits of EU action, Europe is seen just as an added cost. EAVA 
not only researches the potential benefit of future action, but also 
the added value of existing policies 
 

 



Conclusion 

Ex ante- and ex post-IA work is important both now and as we 
prepare for the  European elections of 2014: 

 
• MEPs want to be able to show that the EU can make - and is making - a 

positive difference for the citizen.  
 
• When the new Commission comes into office in 2014, the Parliament 

will be in a much stronger position to justify its policy initiatives, as a 
lot of the advance research and analysis will already have been done. 

 
• IA work contributes to improved output from Commission DGs and 

European Added Value work strengthens the Parliament’s case when 
using its right of initiative. 


